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Identifying your risk of
burnout has a huge impact on
your quality of life and risk of
chronic disease. This Burnout
Assessment Tool is a useful
screening tool and
conversation starter for the
prevention of burnout. 

This tool helps measure how
burnout and stress levels
change during an intervention
like the Guilt-free Gameplan to
build confidence, realistic
focus, and accountability;
focusing on health habits;
and/or working separately
with a licensed healthcare
professional. 

The four dimensions of
burnout measured by this
assessment are:

Click here to open and
download the burnout

assessment spreadsheet
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lack of energy to start new work
feeling completely used up after a whole day of working
feeling tired quickly even after spending minimal effort at work
inability to relax after work 

1. Exhaustion- Severe loss of energy that results in feelings of both physical
(tiredness, feeling weak) and mental (feeling drained and worn-out) exhaustion.
Specific symptoms include:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sb6hhLrm5YTKeThyNnNYy6UKHvpGLEaJp9Vmsq3QjyM/edit?usp=sharing


feeling frustrated and angry at
work
irritability
overreacting
feeling upset or sad without
knowing why
feeling unable to control one’s
emotions at work 

difficulties to think clearly and
learn new things at work
being forgetful and absent-
minded
indecision
attention and concentration
deficits
trouble staying focused at work 

2. Emotional impairment- Intense
emotional reactions and feeling
overwhelmed by one’s emotions.
Specific symptoms include:

3. Cognitive impairment- Memory
problems, attention and
concentration deficits, and poor
cognitive performance. Specific
symptoms include:
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Indifference and a cynical
attitude
Little or no enthusiasm and
interest for work 
Feeling like one is functioning
on autopilot

4. Mental distance- Psychologically
distancing oneself from the work
with a strong reluctance or
aversion to work. 

One withdraws mentally and/or
physically from work and avoids
contact with others, for example
with customers, clients, and
colleagues.



Green- burnout not indicated
Yellow- risk of burning out
Red- burnout is likely

Instructions: Click here to open the assessment spreadsheet. In the top
left corner, click file, download, and either open in your spreadsheet app
or download it to create an editable version of the sheet. 

On your copy, fill out your scores for each item using column B. The
formulas in the spreadsheet will automatically calculate your totals and
risk levels.

The major result is the overall core symptoms score out of 5, in cell B44.
The risk levels for each category are scored with a traffic light system:

In the case of a yellow or red score on the total BAT, scores on the four
subscales can be used for a more detailed picture. For example, an overall
core symptoms score at-risk for burnout (yellow) may score red for
emotional impairment, but green for mental distance.

I recommend taking this assessment once as a baseline, making focused
changes for 4-6 weeks, then taking it again to check the impact of the
changes you’ve made.

Effective changes in habits will be indicated by changes in experienced
burnout levels and by changes in the numbers of the results, and hopefully
(but not necessarily) changes in category color.

Ready to improve your burnout scores? The next step: Use the Health
and Business Goals Checklist on the next pages for a list of 25 energy-
boosting tips! How well are you letting your health support your life?
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sb6hhLrm5YTKeThyNnNYy6UKHvpGLEaJp9Vmsq3QjyM/edit?usp=sharing
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Hey there! Here's a list to quickly assess how
consistently you say yes to yourself so that you have
less stress while striving for your goals. Recheck as
often as you'd like!
-Reggie, your Guilt-free Health Coach

I know what healthy eating is

I feel great about my food choices and habits

Eating healthy is a natural part of my schedule and goals

I buy and cook healthy foods

I make healthy choices when out to eat

I manage my portions with ease

I eat 5+ servings of fruits and veggies most days

I drink half my body weight in ounces of water most days

I know the health and business benefits of exercise

I feel good at work without back aches

I get active at least 22 minutes most days

I know which exercises fit my goals and schedule

Entrepreneur Health and Business Goals Checklist

YES! Kinda Help me HEALTHY EATING

page 1 totals

Building adaptive business leaders through
compassionate health coaching

GETTING ACTIVE



I am mindful of my goals, but not obsessed with them

I recover quickly from "bad days" in health and work

I effectively manage my stress, choices, habits, and life

I set goals with realistic time spans

People in my community love their work/life balance

I have someone I trust to keep me accountable

I feel connected with my vision and purpose

I enjoy the recent progress in my business goals

I enjoy the recent progress in my health goals

I feel successful most days and weeks

I feel energized by my work/life balance

It is easy for me to say yes to myself and my goals

I know how to lead the healthy, fulfilling life of my dreams

Yes: 2 points
Kinda: 1 point
Help me: 0 points
40-50 points: You're doing great! Check out the YouTube channel for more tips
20-39 points: Join us in the Free Daily Health Tips community
0-19 points, or more than 8 Help me: Ready for support now? Head to
fitforfreelance.com/coaching to see how we can work together
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How did you do? 
Good news- these aren't just affirmations and reminders of how to
manage stress and lead the healthy, fulfilling life of your dreams.
Uncover powerful vision and focus for daily success in these topics
with the Guilt-free Gameplan!

YES! Kinda Help me CONFIDENCE, REALISTIC FOCUS, AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Totals

SEE ALL 3!

ADAPTIVE BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__oIWpcVWUo
https://www.facebook.com/groups/fitforfreelance
https://fitforfreelance.com/coaching
https://facebook.com/groups/fitforfreelance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__oIWpcVWUo
https://fitforfreelance.com/coaching


Disclaimer- Reasons you should use the Burnout Assessment Tool with
caution:
Please use this assessment as an educational tool at your own discretion.
For the most accurate assessment, contact a licensed healthcare
professional.

According to the tool and study authors, “No burnout diagnosis can be
drafted solely on the basis of the Burnout Assessment Tool, or any other
self-report burnout questionnaire. This requires a more extensive
assessment, including an anamnestic and diagnostic interview by a trained
professional. However, the BAT can be a valuable tool to use in the
assessment process for estimating the individual’s level of burnout
symptoms.”

The Burnout Assessment Tool was developed in a study of 3,000
professionals in The Netherlands and Flanders, Belgium.* Therefore, the
cut-off scores for risk of burnout may be affected by policies, systems, and
environments specific to the region such as work, family, and community
culture. For more info, read pages 37 and 58 in the manual linked below.
Clinically validated cut-off values are not available where they have not
been studied.
Though the experience of burnout is real, as of December 2021, burnout is
not officially recognized as a distinct mental disorder in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5, the 2013 revision). In The
Netherlands, burnout is included in handbooks and medical treatment.
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Study citation:
Schaufeli, W. B., Desart, S., & De Witte, H. (2020). Burnout Assessment
Tool (BAT)-Development, Validity, and Reliability. International journal of
environmental research and public health, 17(24), 9495.
https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph17249495. Available at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7766078/

To read the author’s summary of this report (the abstract), visit the tool’s
manual https://burnoutassessmenttool.be/wp-
content/uploads/2020/08/Test-Manual-BAT-English-version-2.0-1.pdf,
pages 7-9.

Notable sections of the manual, if you want to nerd out:
*2.2 (page 104): Clinical cut-off scores based on a group with severe
burnout
To determine the cutoff values, questionnaire results for 158 people with
7 or more listed symptoms of severe burnout were analyzed, then
compared with the results of 1403 “healthy” employees.
Researchers paid attention to the specificity and sensitivity of these
results, and determined the likelihood for obtaining a false positive result
(results indicating burnout when burnout is not likely for the client) is less
than 10%.
4.3 (page 26): The conceptualization of burnout of the BAT- the 4
dimensions of burnout
5.2 (page 122): Individual assessment
3.3 (page 44): Relationship between core and secondary burnout
symptoms - core and secondary symptoms overlap 50% in Flanders and
64% in the Netherlands
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